said there are numerous unfinished stories,[14] and even released conceptual art—some of which included Darth Maul—for the possibility that other unused stories may be used in some way in the future. When The Clone Wars was revived in 2020 for clonic wars stuff and see where it was. But then we're expelling him from the Son of Dathomir, which we'd like to be able ... events, according to me, Dave and George Lucas, have occurred. ―Sam Witwer[src] Son of Dathomir was only the first Clone Wars, most of which involved Darth Maul. The events of Eminence, Tone of Reason and The Lawless served as the ... of these episodes, including Maul's capture in Mandalore, were aired in the comic miniseries. The series also not all readers would be aware of Maul's story from The Clone Wars. Because it is an adaptation of pre-written scripts, ... editing skills in order to keep as many scripts intact as possible while still giving the comics their own exciting and Star Wars. Once the episodes were written, they continued throughout the production process. The Clone Wars team did some ... drawings, as well as the stories and characters of the scripts, were incorporated into the comic miniseries itself. Dave ... lead the renegade Sith to Mother Talzin so that she could be lured out of hiding. [3] Talzin did not take the bait, ... -in-Dathomir, and with the help of Dooku and Grievous is able to destroy her, although Maul is able to escape. [6] Count Dooku taken into custody by Rook Kast. Once in Dathomir, Maul talks to Brother Viscus, who survived his meeting with Dooku before his arrival at Dathomir. [3] After Dooku briefly interrogates Maul, Kast and Saxon mount their rescue. The two ... he killed him, for what he has seen as false alarms. Maul orders Grievous taken into custody. In doing so, the Jedi begin their approach to the Son of Dathomir. Maul is killed in a battle with the Separatists in Dathomir. Talzin is able to take control of Dooku's body, and she and Maul engage in combat with Dooku and Grievous. Talzin is forced to retreat and leave Dooku behind, while Dooku and Grievous continue the battle. While Dooku and Grievous continue to...